
ILLUSTRATIONS by MIMI KUNZ

of people, animals, and plants, and what happens to them in real and really imagined places...



Images from „Stell dir vor...“ ("Imagine...")

Kiki thinks of all the things she could do if she had ten fingers on one hand. She would be a great piano 
player, of course, the fastest climber, cutter, swimmer – and who needs a comb? She could do a real spider 
when playing shadow theatre and make a one-handed handstand. Only where, then, would she put this 
hand in winter and could she write with a hand like that?





Images from „Die weltbeste Medizin“ ("The world‘s best medicine")

A firefly is afraid of heights and has trouble doing its job (being part of a chain that illuminates a tree at 
night). It opens up to a boy who is busily staring out of his window (right at it) while writing his wishlist for 
Santa. He knows what it feels like to be scared, and shares some of his secret remedies. To make sure, he 
also puts them in his letter to Santa.



Images from "A Tiger for Christmas"

Camille and Elias want a tiger for Christmas. They would be happy with a whale, too. Or a dolphin, a giraffe, 
a penguin... But they always get the same response from their parents: No, no, no. Until, on Christmas Day, 
they do find a little tiger who loves living with them...





Images from "The wobbly weeping willow“

A young willow tree cannot hold its branches still, which, as he was planted on a graveyard, is a serious 
problem. George, George‘s uncle, and his dad‘s wardrobe (who knew how handy ties can be if you want to 
pull a tree up onto your balcony!) help the wobbly weeping willow to find a new home. This is, of course, not 
a one-try undertaking. On their search for a good place they encounter nosy neighbours, a violent cat, chatty 
waterlilies and tourists of all kinds. 







All the images exist in both black and white, and colour. 

If you like what you see here, 
please send an e-mail 2mimikunz@gmail.com

or call +32 474194106 
or write to:

MIMI KUNZ
29 Square Marie-Louise, Apartment 92

1000 Brussels, Belgium

so we can meet and picture more stories


